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Kendal at Longwood – FAQs about the Charrette
What is a Charrette?
• This has come to be known as an intense group design exercise done at
the beginning of a project.
Why are we doing this?
• To help the design team understand your thoughts about locations and
types of buildings for future development on your campus.
Why are there so many units?
• Please don’t focus on the numbers. We will evaluate everyone’s ideas
about locations and ultimately determine a long-range plan that will not
exceed the number of units that have been on the campus previously.
Why are they called Replacement Units?
• Since the number of units aren’t increasing, we are calling them
replacement units. We may increase in certain areas, decrease in others
and they may be on the same footprints as existing units.

Kendal at Longwood - Agenda
Agenda for Charrette (to be held twice for each campus)
1. Introduction – 10 minutes
2. Goal Setting and Sustainability Review – 20 minutes
3. Review of Ground Rules and Charrette Guidelines – 10 minutes
4. Review of Charrette Program and Assignments – 10 minutes
5. Charrette – 1.5 hours
6. Wrap Up – 10 minutes
Follow-Up to Charrette (to be held once for each campus)
1. Presentation of Options
2. Pros and Cons of Options

Kendal at Longwood – Review of Campus Goals
The Kendal at Longwood Revitalization Plan will:
• Encourage community, connectedness and social interaction
• Be sustainably designed with the goal of carbon neutrality

• Be designed with flexibility and simplicity
• Have new technology integrated into the plan
• Be well constructed with a holistic approach to sustainability

• Will support walkability and an active lifestyle, minimizing use of cars
• Encourage diversity (all types including economic, racial, ability)
• Maintain the scale and village quality of the community

• Respect the natural setting and continue the environmental
stewardship
• Provide settings for the residents to be inspired and engaged

Kendal at Longwood – Sustainability Review
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Carbon reduction through phased electrification and increased building
efficiency
Prioritize indoor air quality during design, construction, & operation
Utilize renewable materials & resources, but consider durability & life
cycle impacts during selection
Energy & water efficiency, including efficient appliances and hot water
distribution systems.
Air sealing of buildings and energy efficient HVAC design with
intentional focus on fresh air for a healthy building.
Consider technology solutions such as better thermostats and but also
resident comfort such as noise indoors and outdoors from continuously
running fans and equipment.
Focus on solutions based on long term sustainability
Promote solutions for mobility and connectivity. Reduce need for cars.
Consider alternative transportation.
Look for stormwater management solutions to eliminate erosion and
manage runoff. Consider porous pavement, cisterns.

Kendal at Longwood – Ground Rules
•
•

•
•

•

The Revitalization is a long-range plan and may not be developed
completely for many years. Think broadly.
Understand that the participants will provide ideas to the design team who
will synthesize these ideas with their professional experience.
The plan will continue to be re-evaluated to make sure that it is still
relevant, and in the community’s best interest.
The number of units on the campus will fluctuate as the Revitalization
occurs but will not increase beyond the number the Center and the Health
Center was designed to support. Units added to the campus are
considered replacement units
No resident has ever been required to move to accommodate
construction.

Kendal at Longwood – Charrette Guidelines
1. The moderator's job is to shepherd the process, to help the group come to consensus on decisions, to make sure that all group
members are heard and that no group member monopolizes either the discussion or the design.
2. Each group will be given blocks representing the program (some program elements have alternative "shapes"). Groups are to
accommodate the entire program on the site. Not all of the pieces will necessarily be used.
3. Keep in mind that the Charrette participants are providing broad ideas to the design team and should not get too concerned
about making things “fit” as the building shapes are very generic. This will be worked out in future phases.

4. Groups are to discuss the arrangement of the program pieces on the site, looking at the overall plan and then going to the larger
scale plans of the different areas to place the blocks. Groups can look at the potential for different areas and once they have
done that, decide which areas are most appropriate for development.
5. There are areas of the site which cannot contain buildings, such as steep slope areas and other areas restricted by easements.
The moderator will let the team know if an area is restricted. These areas can contain outdoor activities. It should be recognized
that there will be additional site constraints, but that we will adjust for those in the next phases. Groups are invited to comment
on other site or sustainability opportunities such as reducing turf areas, reforestation opportunities or solar fields etc.
6. Groups are asked to accommodate additional parking spaces on the site to address existing parking concerns. These are in
addition to parking that would be added for new replacement units.
7. Groups may elect to demolish and replace existing buildings, recognizing that this may not occur until a future date.

Kendal at Longwood – Charrette Guidelines
8. The Program includes a certain number of new replacement units on the campus. These are to be accommodated in either
cottage or apartment units.
9. The groups are required to select a location at the Center for a connected apartment building and a Common space addition to
the Center. The program for this addition is not defined, but the team should suggest a use and a location for that addition. It can
be combined with the apartment building.
10. Recognizing that with the demolition of the Mott Building on the Crosslands campus, a new location for the functions contained
in that building must be found. The groups in both campuses are asked to recommend a location for a transportation office and
associated bus parking lot – and a location for a Storage Building.
11. Groups are to determine a new program or use for the Barn.
12. Outdoor amenity spaces of different sizes are included in the program. Each group is asked to select three locations for an
outdoor amenity and to define its use (seating, pavilion, recreation, etc.)
13. Notes may be added to the plans to clarify intent or to provide additional detail.
14. The apartment block may be resized to represent an “L” shaped building or larger floor plan. Use text to indicate the quantity of
apartments.
15. At the end of the Charrette, select a spokesperson (other than the moderator) from each group to present the scheme. All
schemes from both Charrette sessions will be presented and reviewed at the joint follow-up meeting.

Kendal at Longwood – Program
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Planned replacement units for the Kendal campus – (total of 30 units)
20 units in cottages or 10-unit apartment buildings plus one connected
apartment building of 10 units
Additional or replacement parking 20 new parking spaces to address
existing parking issues. Does not include parking for replacement units.
Transportation Office and Parking for 6 busses
Storage – bulk storage for facility
Addition to the Center (program TBD) Suggest program. In anticipation of
future evaluation of Center, suggest an appropriate location for an addition
if needed.
Outdoor Amenities – pavilion, terrace, gazebos, seating areas, recreation
area – different size dots with parking blocks
New walkways, pathways or new roads if needed.
Other site or sustainability opportunities (reforestation, reducing turf, solar
fields, etc.)
A new program or use for the Barn.

10 Apartments
2 Cottages
Connector

Addition to Center

Addition
50’x135’

Road

20 Parking Spaces

T

STOR.

10 Parking

3 Cottages

20 Parking

30 Units:
• 10-unit apartment building
connected to Center
• 20 units of cottages and/or
apartments

5
Parking

Kendal at Longwood – Program
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Kendal at Longwood – Building Blocks
10 Apartments

Connector

3 Cottages

“Connector” represents an enclosed corridor
building that connects an apartment building to
an existing building. It can be multiple stories.

“2/3 Cottages” represents two or three one-story
cottages that are connected. It can be noted with
text in the groups’ design if there are to be
covered walkways in addition.

2 Cottages

“Addition” represents an addition approximately
50’x120’ to an existing building, such as The
Center or other existing building.

Addition
50’x120’

T

STOR

“T” represents a small office building for the
Transportation Office. It is associated with the
“Bus Parking” block.
“S” represents an approx. 50’x40’ bulk storage
building for supplies used by all campuses, such
as emergency supplies.

5
Parking

“10 Apartments” represents a two-story building
with 5 apartments and a common room on each
floor. Additional floors are possible. Below grade
parking under the building is possible.

10 Parking

PARKING
20 Parking

BUILDINGS

“Bus Parking” represents a parking lot sized for six
community buses. It includes the drive aisle.
Road

Bus Parking

OUTDOOR AMENITIES

Extra
Large
Amenity

“20/10/5 Parking” represents a parking lot sized for that
quantity of spaces including accessible spaces and a
drive aisle.

“Road” represents a two-way road in areas that may
require further explanation of the design intent.

“Extra Large Amenity” represents an approx. 10,000 sf
space such as a small amphitheater (stage and seating),
approx. four active recreation spaces (pickle ball, bocce,
etc.), etc.

Large
Amenity

“Large Amenity” represents an approx. 4,000 sf space
such as a large pavilion, two active recreation spaces,
etc.

Medium

“Medium” represents an approx. 1,000 sf space such as
a few outdoor dining tables, gathering space, etc.

S

“S” represents an approx. 400 sf space for a large
gazebo, small gathering space, etc.
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